
 

www.ecc.de or follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn and Xing. 

Hallo 

Leipzig. 

 Welcome 

to our World. 

Hello from ECC, the leading clearing house for energy and 

commodity products in Europe. As part of EEX Group, we 

have our roots in Leipzig* and 16 offices worldwide. We 

provide security for our customers, by ensuring the physical 

and financial settlement of transactions for EEX Group and 

further partner exchanges. Why are we so successful? We 

are a team of individual experts that drive forward exciting 

projects while sharing experiences, celebrating success and 

creating memories, together. With you as: 

 

IT Solution Architect (f/m/d)  

-Nomination Processes- 

  

Your tasks:  

You will be responsible to create tailor-made IT solutions 

fitting the requirements from the business stakeholders using 

latest technologies. It is important that you ensure that the 

proposed solutions can be integrated easily in the existing IT 

enterprise architecture of ECC and also the compliance with 

all internal and external standards, procedures, best practices 

etc. Furthermore, you will serve as link between business 

departments, IT Operations and software and infrastructure 

providers, therefore you develop and maintain an effective 

working relationship with all stakeholders. Your personal skills 

to communicate and consult others with regards to complex 

topics, customer orientation and self-driven working mode are 

your success factors. 

 

After all, we value the exchange of ideas, being there for 

each other and encouraging each other to become better. We 

call it: the exchange mindset. 

 

You have made it this far – together with us you can  

go further: Please send your job applications to  

Michael Schur at jobs@ecc.de or have a look online  

at ecc.de > Career. You are welcome at any time. 
 

(For encrypted transmission of your applicant  

details, please contact jobs@ecc.de ) 

 

 

 

 

 
We offer you: 

› Attractive salary package with many benefits including 

childcare facilities, meal allowance, job ticket, sport  

and recreational events 

› Personal development thanks to extensive further  

training opportunities 

› A place in a dynamic and international team within 

EEX Group and Deutsche Börse Group 

› A long-term perspective in the constantly growing  

and evolving energy industry 

› Bespoke onboarding plan 

The exchange mindset. 

You bring along: 

› Several years proven experience as Solution Architect  

› Experience with IT Architecture Management (e.g. 

TOGAF®, ArchiMate®), Software Architecture & Network 

Design is mandatory 

› Knowledge of power or gas nomination process  

› Knowledge of dataflow management, hardware 

infrastructure and cloud technologies are desirable 

› Experience of working in a bank and/or a commodity 

environment is appreciated 

› Experience of agile/scrum-based working 

› Business English at negotiation level 

 

mailto:jobs@ecc.de

